Introduction
============

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is the most common inherited cause of autism.[@b1-jep-5-045] It affects one in 5000 males and half as many females, possibly due to X chromosome inactivation in females.[@b2-jep-5-045] FXS is characterized by cognitive impairment, difficulties in learning and memory, developmental and/or language delays, hyperactivity, increased susceptibility to seizures, and autistic behaviours.[@b1-jep-5-045],[@b3-jep-5-045]--[@b5-jep-5-045] Physical features may include a long, narrow face, prominent ears, and flat feet.[@b5-jep-5-045] Females with FXS tend to be at more risk for having emotional problems rather than cognitive deficits,[@b5-jep-5-045] and manifest milder symptoms overall. The monogenic nature of FXS makes it ideal for deconstructing the underlying pathology, and extending our understanding of intellectual disability in general. Furthermore, there is clinical overlap between FXS and autism spectrum disorders, and likely substantial overlap in the molecular pathology of these two disorders. Therefore, it is expected that many targeted treatments for FXS will be of benefit to individuals with autism spectrum disorders. Here, we review animal studies that have tested the therapeutic potential of AFQ056 in FXS.

Advances in the genetics of Fragile X syndrome
==============================================

A number of milestones have been achieved since the discovery of FXS in 1943. [Figure 1](#f1-jep-5-045){ref-type="fig"} lists the prominent events in genetics and neurobiology that have contributed to our understanding of FXS. Martin and Bell first attributed a familial form of intellectual disability afflicting males in two generations born to normal intelligent mothers to sex-linked recessive inheritance.[@b6-jep-5-045] Further research revealed a secondary constriction in the long arm of the X chromosome, which correlated with the sex-linked inheritance of intellectual disability.[@b7-jep-5-045] The ability to visualize such secondary constrictions consistently, or "fragile sites" as first termed by Hecht in Magenis et al,[@b8-jep-5-045] depended on the culture medium.[@b9-jep-5-045] However, as scientists studied more FXS pedigrees and performed cytogenetic analyses, it became clear that FXS does not follow simple Mendelian inheritance in what became known as the Sherman paradox.[@b10-jep-5-045],[@b11-jep-5-045] For instance, normal transmitting males carrying the Fragile X chromosome consistently had normal carrier mothers and daughters, and the siblings of such males were less likely to be impaired than the siblings of intellectually impaired males. Moreover, the penetrance of intellectual impairment in daughters of transmitting males was lower compared with that in daughters of transmitting females. Finally, the penetrance of intellectual impairment in brothers of transmitting males was lower than that in maternal grandsons of transmitting males.[@b10-jep-5-045],[@b11-jep-5-045] The Sherman paradox was soon resolved by the identification of the *Fragile X mental retardation 1* (*FMR1*) gene,[@b12-jep-5-045] mutations in which are responsible for FXS. This discovery started a new era in FXS research by enabling scientists to create animal models and examine the pathophysiological basis of FXS, which in turn allowed for the development of new targeted treatments, such as AFQ056.

Animal models of FXS
====================

The identification of *FMR1* sparked the development of FXS animal models, such as the *Fmr1* knockout (*Fmr1*-KO) mouse,[@b13-jep-5-045] which continues to be a very helpful tool for studying FXS. Animal models of FXS are particularly useful because *Fmr1* is highly conserved across species.[@b4-jep-5-045] In fact, the *Fmr1* mouse gene is 95% homologous to its human counterpart, and the resulting protein, Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP), has similar patterns of expression in terms of timing and tissue specificity in both species.[@b3-jep-5-045],[@b14-jep-5-045] Unlike humans, a CGG repeat expansion in *Fmr1* does not lead to transcriptional silencing in mice;[@b4-jep-5-045] thus, the *Fmr1*-KO mouse model has the *Fmr1* gene knocked out by the insertion of a neomycin cassette in exon 5.[@b13-jep-5-045] However, both the mouse model and the human are functionally similar in that no FMRP is produced.[@b3-jep-5-045] *Fmr1*-KO mice recapitulate many of the pathological features of FXS, such as learning deficits, macro-orchidism,[@b15-jep-5-045] hyperactivity,[@b14-jep-5-045] increased risk of seizures, abnormalities in synaptogenesis and synaptic structures,[@b16-jep-5-045] and an overabundance of immature dendritic spines.[@b4-jep-5-045] Additional strains of the FXS mouse model have been created, as well as other animal models, such as the *Drosophila melanogaster* and zebrafish models.[@b17-jep-5-045]--[@b20-jep-5-045] The Drosophila model is widely used, and several targeted treatments have been tested in this model. The Drosophila *Fmr1* homolog, *dFmr1*, shows high sequence homology relative to its human counterpart. In addition, its two K homology domains are 85% similar in amino acid sequence to the human *FMR1* homolog, and the encoded protein has a similar function to that in humans.[@b21-jep-5-045]

The molecular basis of FXS
==========================

Many of the phenotypes expressed in FXS are a result of the interplay between FMRP and glutamate signaling at the synapse.[@b22-jep-5-045] Scientists have made significant strides in understanding the mechanisms that underlie FXS, starting with *FMR1* sequencing and elucidating the importance of FMRP in regulating protein synthesis-dependent plasticity at the synapse to the development of FXS-specific pharmacological treatments.

Metabotropic glutamate receptors and plasticity
-----------------------------------------------

Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain. It signals through two types of receptors, ie, ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate receptors. The ionotropic glutamate receptors include the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA), N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), and kainate receptors, while the metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are a family of eight receptors subdivided into three groups (1, 2, and 3) based on sequence homology, pharmacology, and signal transduction pathways.[@b23-jep-5-045],[@b24-jep-5-045] All mGluRs have seven α-helical transmembrane domains and belong to class C of G-protein coupled receptors.[@b25-jep-5-045] This class of receptors has a large, highly conserved extracellular amino-terminal domain to which the orthosteric ligands bind without much selectivity across the mGluR subtypes.[@b25-jep-5-045] For this reason, developing pharmacological drugs against the allosteric binding sites is more beneficial clinically in order to target mGluR subtypes differentially. Group 1 mGluRs couple to Gq-like proteins and are expressed postsynaptically.[@b26-jep-5-045],[@b27-jep-5-045] They are comprised of mGluR1 and mGluR5, which have complementary expression patterns. mGluR1 is more highly expressed in the cerebellum, whereas mGluR5 is more highly expressed in the forebrain.[@b28-jep-5-045] Group 1 mGluRs regulate protein synthesis primarily through the canonical phospholipase C signaling cascade, as well as through the phosphoinositide 3-kinase/Akt/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) and the extracellular signal-regulated kinase signaling cascades.[@b23-jep-5-045] In the hippocampus, mGluR-induced long-term depression (LTD), a form of synaptic plasticity, is controlled by the regulation of AMPA receptor trafficking and changes in the properties of AMPA receptors, which are comprised of the subunits GluR1 and GluR2. Research has shown that LTD triggered by mGluR activation (mGluR-LTD) requires new protein synthesis at the synapse. Moreover, the volume of a dendritic spine varies linearly with the surface area of the postsynaptic density, which in turn varies with the number of AMPA receptors at the synapse.[@b29-jep-5-045]--[@b32-jep-5-045] These findings correlate with the abnormal dendritic spine structure and synaptic plasticity in FXS. Landmark evidence suggests that group 1 mGluRs are implicated in the pathophysiology of FXS and that rescuing the aberrant mGluR signaling corrects many of the phenotypes of FXS.

FMR1
----

*FMR1*, located at cytogenetic position Xq27.3, encodes FMRP, which is produced at lower levels or not at all in FXS. The majority of cases of FXS result from aberrant expansion of a CGG trinucleotide repeat upstream of the coding region of *FMR1*. In turn this leads to hypermethylation of the CGG repeats and an upstream CpG island, with consequential epigenetic transcriptional silencing of *FMR1*.[@b33-jep-5-045] The number of CGG repeats is polymorphic within the population.[@b34-jep-5-045] Normal trinucleotide repeat lengths range from six to 54, whereas a full mutation occurs when the number of repeats exceed 200, resulting in FXS.[@b34-jep-5-045] An intermediate number of repeats of up to 200 is a premutation that may lead to fragile X-related primary ovarian insufficiency in females and fragile X-associated tremor/ataxia syndrome, which more commonly affects males.[@b4-jep-5-045] Moreover, premutation lengths are unstable and prone to increase in successive meiosis events, eventually becoming full mutations. Interestingly, full mutations are only supported in female meiosis, which explains the Sherman paradox.[@b34-jep-5-045] Some individuals with full mutations may display mosaicism, with different cells having different CGG repeat lengths or incomplete methylation patterns of *FMR1*.[@b34-jep-5-045] In turn, incomplete methylation translates into the partial activation of *FMR1*, and this will result in milder symptoms, such as a borderline to low-normal intelligence quotient,[@b5-jep-5-045] with functional consequences on treatment choices.

Expression and function of FMRP
===============================

FMRP is widely expressed in all mammalian tissues, with the highest expression levels in the brain and testes.[@b35-jep-5-045] It is highly expressed in neurons throughout the brain,[@b36-jep-5-045] and is also expressed in astrocytes of the developing mouse brain.[@b37-jep-5-045] Sequence analysis shows that FMRP is a selective RNA-binding protein that contains an arginine-glycine-glycine (RGG) box and two K homology domains for binding RNA.[@b38-jep-5-045] In fact, FMRP binds up to 4% of the mRNAs in the brain.[@b39-jep-5-045] The importance of the RNA-binding motifs is underscored by the I304N (isoleucine to asparagine) missense mutation in the second K homology domain of FMRP, which results in a severe phenotype of FXS. This missense mutation prevents FMRP from associating with translating polyribosomes despite normal RNA binding and nucleocytoplasmic distribution.[@b40-jep-5-045] FMRP is mainly cytoplasmic, although it possesses nuclear localization and export signals,[@b41-jep-5-045] which allows it to shuttle between the cytoplasm and the nucleus, presumably to bind its mRNA targets.[@b36-jep-5-045] After binding to its mRNA targets, FMRP forms part of a messenger ribonucleoprotein complex and is involved in the transport and translation of mRNAs in the dendrites.[@b42-jep-5-045] Not all of the mRNA targets of FMRP require it for their proper localization.[@b1-jep-5-045],[@b42-jep-5-045],[@b43-jep-5-045] This is evident by the proper localization of postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95), an FMRP target protein that is involved in the regulation of AMPA receptor internalization in the absence of FMRP.[@b44-jep-5-045]

The important role of FMRP in synaptic plasticity is evident from its high expression levels in dendrites and spines.[@b36-jep-5-045],[@b45-jep-5-045] Research has shown that FMRP is localized in neurons in the form of granules, and is mobilized to dendrites upon mGluR1/5 activation.[@b45-jep-5-045] Spines are shaped by neural activity, resulting in synapse strengthening, weakening, or pruning,[@b46-jep-5-045] and are important for learning and memory. The cognitive deficits that are characteristic of FXS correlate with the abnormal spine morphology seen in FXS patients and *Fmr1*-KO mice. FXS is hallmarked by an abundance of spines with immature morphology, ie, long, thin, and tortuous, and a deficit in spines with mature morphology, ie, stubby and mushroom-shaped.[@b42-jep-5-045],[@b46-jep-5-045],[@b47-jep-5-045] Interestingly, the increase in spine density in FXS contrasts with that in other cognitive disorders, such as Down syndrome and Rett syndrome, which mostly show reduced spine density.[@b46-jep-5-045] This implies that there is a pruning deficit underlying the increased spine density in FXS.

The spine dysgenesis characteristic of FXS suggests abnormal regulation of translation at the synapse, especially given that FMRP regulates the translation of proteins important for synaptic plasticity and neuronal maturation and function.[@b42-jep-5-045] These proteins include cyclin-dependent kinase 4, glucocorticoid receptor α,[@b48-jep-5-045] PSD-95, the AMPA receptor subunits GluR1 and GluR2, and calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase IIα, an inhibitor of mGluR-LTD.[@b49-jep-5-045] Direct evidence supports the role of FMRP as a translational repressor.[@b50-jep-5-045],[@b51-jep-5-045] Examples of synaptic proteins for which translation is repressed by FMRP include Arc, MAP1B, calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase IIα, and SAPAP4.[@b44-jep-5-045] Thus, in the absence of FMRP, many proteins are elevated in the basal state, and their expression levels remain the same in response to group 1 mGluR activation, leading to a deficit in protein synthesis-dependent plasticity. One mechanism whereby FMRP regulates mGluR-LTD is through the control of mRNA stability of PSD-95 in hippocampal dendrites.[@b44-jep-5-045] In fact, *Fmr1*-KO mice show impaired stimulus-induced synthesis of calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase IIα and PSD-95 in synaptoneurosomes,[@b49-jep-5-045] corroborating evidence that the lack of FMRP results in enhanced LTD and AMPA receptor internalization. Interestingly, FMRP also plays a role in glial function, whereby it regulates the mRNA stability of myelin basic protein.[@b44-jep-5-045] Another mechanism of FMRP-mediated translational repression is through ribosomal stalling in which FMRP prevents ribosomal translocation[@b52-jep-5-045] (for a review, please see Bassell and Warren).[@b53-jep-5-045]

The mGluR theory of FXS
-----------------------

A primary pathway involved in FXS is the mGluR signal transduction cascade.[@b23-jep-5-045],[@b54-jep-5-045] The study of FMRP in mGluR-dependent LTD was first initiated after the discovery that activation of mGluRs stimulates the rapid translation of pre-existing mRNAs and promotes synthesis of FMRP in synaptoneurosomes.[@b55-jep-5-045],[@b56-jep-5-045] Since this finding, a growing number of studies have been carried out to support the role of group 1 mGluRs in the pathophysiology of FXS.[@b57-jep-5-045] Upon activation of excitatory postsynaptic group 1 mGluRs, translation rapidly ensues, due in part to the dissociation of FMRP from target mRNAs. One of the many consequences of the resultant protein synthesis is LTD and a reduction in synaptic transmission.[@b58-jep-5-045] Activation of mGluR by presynaptic glutamate release normally stimulates the synthesis of proteins involved in the stabilization of LTD. FMRP is also synthesized, creating a negative feedback mechanism for limiting mGluR-dependent LTD.[@b59-jep-5-045] mGluR-LTD requires rapid translation of pre-existing mRNAs in the post-synaptic dendrites.[@b60-jep-5-045] FMRP then functions to inhibit further protein synthesis (an example of end-product inhibition), serving as a brake to halt LTD.[@b22-jep-5-045] If unchecked, excessive LTD can lead to synapse elimination and weakened synapses.

The mGluR theory proposes that AMPA receptor internalization triggered by group 1 mGluR stimulation is exaggerated in FXS in the absence of the translational inhibitor FMRP. Increased translation of a subset of mRNAs perturbs the dynamics of receptor internalization, thereby amplifying internalization of AMPA-type glutamate receptors.[@b61-jep-5-045] A reduction in the number of AMPA receptors at the synaptic cleft results in enhanced mGluR-dependent LTD.[@b62-jep-5-045] Therefore, this model suggests that group 1 mGluRs and FMRP work in direct opposition to regulate mRNA translation at the synapse, and that in the absence of FMRP, dysregulated mGluR-dependent protein synthesis leads to the pathogenesis of FXS.[@b22-jep-5-045] Exaggerated LTD in FXS would, in turn, favor synaptic loss during critical periods of synaptogenesis, accounting for developmental delays and cognitive impairment. For comprehensive reviews, see Bhakar et al[@b28-jep-5-045] and Krueger and Bear.[@b63-jep-5-045]

The therapeutic potential of mGluR5 antagonists
===============================================

The mGluR theory provides a target to develop treatments for FXS, namely the group 1 mGluRs. Much of the focus has been specifically on mGluR5 since FXS phenotypes related to cognition, learning, and memory implies the involvement of the hippocampus, amygdala, and basal ganglia rather than the cerebellum. To support the notion that correcting the increased stimulation of mGluR5 rescues FXS phenotypes, scientists created *Fmr1*-mutant mice with reduced mGluR5 expression (*Fmr1*-CR).[@b64-jep-5-045] Indeed, the reduced expression of mGluR5 in *Fmr1*-CR rescued multiple phenotypes characteristic of FXS such as enhanced LTD, increased spine density, increased protein synthesis in the hippocampus, a hippocampus-dependent memory deficit, audiogenic seizures, and accelerated prepubescent growth. The only phenotype not rescued in this study was that of increased testicular weight in adult mice.[@b64-jep-5-045] Thus, this study lends support to the mGluR theory and shows that many of the phenotypes seen in FXS can be corrected by reducing the enhanced mGluR5 signaling.

Further evidence supporting the mGluR theory stems from the rescue of FXS phenotypes upon pharmacological downregulation of glutamate signaling. One such preliminary drug is 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)-pyridine hydrochloride (MPEP).[@b65-jep-5-045],[@b66-jep-5-045] de Vrij et al examined the effect of acute MPEP treatment on the acoustic prepulse inhibition response, which is a test of sensorimotor processing, and on dendritic spine morphology in vitro.[@b65-jep-5-045] Their results showed 73% inhibition of the startle response in wild-type mice when preceded by an auditory prepulse stimulus compared with the response after the auditory stimulus alone. On the other hand, in *Fmr1*-KO mice, the startle response was inhibited only 30% of the time after a prepulse stimulus, which indicates a prepulse inhibitory response deficit. MPEP treatment 30 minutes before testing rescued the prepulse inhibitory response in *Fmr1*-KO mice to 70%, which is similar to wild-type levels without treatment. However, the prepulse inhibitory response was also increased in wild-type mice treated with MPEP. MPEP treatment lasting four hours also rescued the increased number of filopodia and lower ratio of spines to filopodia in *Fmr1*-KO neurons, without altering the number of protrusions in wild-type cultures.[@b65-jep-5-045] In addition, administration of MPEP rescued the increased audiogenic seizure phenotype as well as the increased time spent in the center field in the open field exploratory behavior of *Fmr1*-KO mice.[@b66-jep-5-045] Thus, MPEP treatment has a positive effect on some of the features of FXS. However, some studies have shown that chronic MPEP treatment changed the spine morphology into a more immature phenotype.[@b67-jep-5-045] Moreover, MPEP is readily metabolized, and is not mGluR-specific since increased dosages also affect NMDA receptors.[@b24-jep-5-045],[@b68-jep-5-045],[@b69-jep-5-045] Thus, many pharmaceutical companies are focusing on the development of MPEP analogs, such as the acetylenic analog, AFQ056 ([Figure 2](#f2-jep-5-045){ref-type="fig"}).[@b24-jep-5-045]

AFQ056
======

Development
-----------

AFQ056 (mavoglurant) was developed by the Swiss pharmaceutical company, Novartis, as a selective negative allosteric modulator of mGluR5 with a noncompetitive inhibitory mode of action. Allosteric modulators of class C G-protein coupled receptors are thought to bind in the seven-transmembrane spanning region ([Figure 3](#f3-jep-5-045){ref-type="fig"}). AFQ056 was first tested for the treatment of anxiety and smoking cessation, but without a positive outcome.[@b24-jep-5-045] However, it showed positive results in treating the complications induced by chronic levodopa use, namely levodopa-induced dyskinesia in patients with Parkinson's disease. It is currently under clinical development for this purpose.[@b70-jep-5-045] The first clinical trial using AFQ056 to treat patients with FXS showed promising results, primarily in patients with a fully methylated *FMR1* promoter.[@b71-jep-5-045] It is unknown why subjects lacking *FMR1* expression were the best responders to treatment with AFQ056. Full methylation at the *FMR1* promoter site possibly modulates additional gene products that interact with AFQ056. A number of animal models have tested AFQ056, and it is currently in Phase II and III clinical trials as a potential targeted treatment for FXS.

Preclinical trials in FXS
-------------------------

The first animal study to test the therapeutic potential of AFQ056 in FXS examined its effects on a sensorimotor-gating deficit, specifically the acoustic prepulse inhibition of the startle response, and also on the abnormal dendritic spine structure in adult male *Fmr1*-KO mice.[@b72-jep-5-045] Given that increased sensitivity to sensory stimuli is a hallmark of FXS, the researchers tested if a weaker acoustic stimulus would inhibit the eye blink response to a stronger startling acoustic stimulus (prepulse inhibitory response). As expected, *Fmr1*-KO mice manifested a deficit in the prepulse inhibitory response compared with their wild-type counterparts. An intraperitoneal injection of AFQ056 (3 mg/kg) rescued this deficit in *Fmr1*-KO mice without causing any side effects in wild-type mice. In addition, comparison of embryonic *Fmr1*-KO and wild-type mouse hippocampal neuronal cultures showed that *Fmr1*-KO neurons had significantly longer dendritic spines, with no difference in spine width or density between the genotypes. Three different concentrations of AFQ056, added to neuronal cultures after 14 days, successfully reduced the dendritic spine length in *Fmr1*-KO cultures in a concentration-dependent manner. However, treatment with AFQ056 resulted in a small but statistically significant decrease in dendritic spine width and a statistically significant increase in spine density in *Fmr1*-KO neuronal cultures. Such an increase in spine density following treatment is puzzling,[@b42-jep-5-045],[@b72-jep-5-045] because it suggests an aggravation of an FXS phenotype rather than an amelioration.

In a follow-up study, the same group analyzed dendritic spine morphology in vivo in the CA1 region of the hippocampus at different developmental stages, ie, in two-week-old, 10-week-old, and 25-week-old male mice.[@b73-jep-5-045] At two weeks, *Fmr1* -KO2 mice[@b74-jep-5-045] had significantly shorter spines than their wild-type counterparts. This phenotype was reversed so that 10-week-old and 25-week-old *Fmr1* -KO2 mice had significantly longer spines than wild-type mice of the same age. Surprisingly, there was no difference in spine density between *Fmr1* -KO2 and wild-type mice at any of the ages tested. Comparing time points showed that there was a significant difference in spine density and length between each time point in *Fmr1* -KO2 and wild-type mice. The scientists then examined the effect of chronic six-week AFQ056 treatment administered in food pellets starting in 19-week-old *Fmr1* -KO2 and wild-type mice. Spines were significantly shorter in the *Fmr1*-KO2 mice after treatment, to the point that there was no significant difference in spine length between treated *Fmr1* -KO2 and treated wild-type mice. Chronic AFQ056 treatment seemed to affect spine length in wild-type mice, which had significantly longer spines compared with their untreated wild-type counterparts. Treatment had no effect on spine density.[@b73-jep-5-045] Notably, the two studies[@b72-jep-5-045],[@b73-jep-5-045] differed in several aspects, including the choice of mouse model, experimental paradigm (in vitro versus in vivo), visualization method (transfection[@b72-jep-5-045] versus diOlistic labeling[@b73-jep-5-045]), and software for visualizing confocal images, explaining the different results obtained.

It is important to characterize the social deficits inherent to FXS accurately in order to develop specific interventions that target the social disabilities in individuals with comorbid FXS and autism. For this reason, Gantois et al tested the prospect of chronic administration of AFQ056 to alleviate social deficits in adult male *Fmr1*-KO mice.[@b75-jep-5-045] Behavioral tasks included acclimation, sociability, and preference for social novelty in a three side-by-side chamber setup. In the sociability task, an unfamiliar (referred to as a "stranger") mouse was randomly placed in a wire cup in one side (either the left or the right) chamber whereas the other side chamber contained an empty wire cup. Preferential interaction with the stranger mouse over the empty wire cup indicated sociability. The setup was modified in the preference for social novelty task by adding a second stranger mouse in the empty wire cup. The mouse tested was first placed in the central chamber, and its preference for interaction with the second stranger mouse was examined. Results showed that *Fmr1*-KO mice spent more time sniffing the stranger mouse in the sociability task, thereby showing increased social approach compared with wild-type mice. Chronic administration of AFQ056 for three weeks restored the abnormal social approach in *Fmr1*-KO mice. In addition, treatment with AFQ056 increased the preference of the *Fmr1*-KO mouse for the novel mouse over the familiar one in the social preference novelty task. It is noteworthy that chronic administration of AFQ056 had negative side effects in wild-type mice by reducing their speed and distance travelled during behavioral testing but not in *Fmr1*-KO mice.[@b75-jep-5-045]

Other potential treatments
==========================

In addition to AFQ056, several other mGluR5 antagonists, such as 2-chloro-4-((2,5-dimethyl-1-(4-(trifluoromethoxy) phenyl)-1*H*-imidazol-4-yl)ethynyl)pyridine (CTEP), fenobam, STX107, and RO4917523, are being studied for the treatment of FXS. Research findings have indicated that acute administration of CTEP corrects the increased hippocampal LTD, protein synthesis, and audiogenic seizures in *Fmr1*-KO mice, whereas chronic administration rescues cognitive deficits, auditory hypersensitivity, dendritic spine density, overactive extracellular signal-regulated kinase and mTOR signaling, and partially corrects macro-orchidism.[@b76-jep-5-045] Likewise, fenobam alleviated some FXS symptoms, rescuing deficits in associative motor learning and avoidance behavior in *Fmr1*-KO mice; however, it had significant adverse effects on motor coordination in wild-type mice.[@b77-jep-5-045] A Phase I clinical trial will soon be launched to assess the safety of fenobam in healthy volunteers. Interestingly, a small, open-label, single-dose trial of fenobam had no significant adverse effects in patients with FXS and improved the prepulse inhibitory response in some subjects.[@b78-jep-5-045] STX107 and RO4917523 are currently in clinical trials for FXS. [Figure 2](#f2-jep-5-045){ref-type="fig"} shows the structure of some mGluR5 antagonists.

γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) agonists are emerging as contenders for treating FXS. GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the adult central nervous system, and binds to two types of receptors, ie, the ionotropic GABA~A~ receptor (GABA~A~R) and the metabotropic GABA~B~ receptor (GABA~B~R). In FXS, inhibitory neurotransmission involving GABA is insufficient, and treatments can target either type of receptor. Deficits in GABA inhibition underlie symptoms such as seizures, anxiety, and autistic-like behaviors in FXS.[@b79-jep-5-045] Recent findings indicate that *Fmr1*-KO mice express lower mRNA and protein levels of GABA~A~R subunits,[@b80-jep-5-045]--[@b82-jep-5-045] which is not surprising given that mRNAs encoding the GABA~A~R subunits are targets of FMRP.[@b48-jep-5-045] Moreover, GABA~A~R agonists compensate for deficiencies in GABA~A~R subunits.[@b83-jep-5-045] Drugs that bind to GABA~A~R include diazepam, ganaxolone, and acamprosate. Administration of diazepam, a benzodiazepine, or ganaxolone has been found to rescue audiogenic seizures in *Fmr1*-KO mice.[@b84-jep-5-045] Open-label treatment with acamprosate, which also binds to NMDA receptors as well as GABA~A~R, remarkably improved communication in adult patients with FXS and comorbid autism,[@b85-jep-5-045] and improved social behavior, attention, and hyperactivity in youth without causing significant adverse effects or changes in vital signs.[@b86-jep-5-045] GABA~B~R regulates cell excitability indirectly by affecting the release of glutamate.[@b87-jep-5-045],[@b88-jep-5-045] For instance, GABA~B~R on presynaptic glutamatergic neurons inhibits the release of glutamate, and consequently, the signaling downstream of mGluR5.[@b88-jep-5-045] Therefore, the use of GABA~B~R agonists can indirectly restore the aberrant basal protein levels in FXS. Arbaclofen (*R*-baclofen, *R* -4-amino-3-(4-chlorophenyl) butanoic acid or STX209) is a GABA~B~R agonist. Its racemic mix, baclofen, has been used safely in the clinic for over 30 years, and the R-enantiomer shows promising results in treating FXS. Studies have shown that treatment with arbaclofen reduces mRNA translation and corrects the elevated basal protein synthesis in *Fmr1*-KO mice, and corrects increased spine density in juvenile *Fmr1*-KO mice.[@b89-jep-5-045] It also reduces AMPA receptor internalization in cultured *Fmr1*-KO neurons.[@b89-jep-5-045] A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over trial showed that arbaclofen had a positive effect on social function as tested by the ABC social avoidance scale in the whole study population and the Vineland-Socialization and ABC- social avoidance scales in subjects with more severe social impairments.[@b90-jep-5-045] Together, the mGluR theory and the GABA hypothesis suggest that the imbalance between excitation and inhibition favors overall excitation in the FXS brain and that targeting either mGluR5 or GABA receptors can treat FXS symptoms.

Conclusion and future directions
================================

Since the identification of the *FMR1* gene, many breakthrough discoveries in FXS have been made, such as elucidating the function of FMRP, proposing the mGluR theory, and developing new targeted treatments, including AFQ056. While AFQ056 seems promising in treating FXS based on animal studies, no conclusive evidence can be drawn at this time. More experiments need to be performed in order to validate the findings obtained to date, and examine the whole range of FXS phenotypes that AFQ056 can treat, such as repetitive behaviors, hyperactivity, and seizures. In addition, there are still unanswered questions about the impact of AFQ056 on spine density and morphology, especially in studies that tend to differ in spine definition and measurement techniques. There is a need to address the increase in spine density obtained in a neuronal culture upon acute treatment with AFQ056, which suggests aggravation of an FXS phenotype. This finding may not hold in vivo, in a chronic treatment administration paradigm, or by using different dosages of AFQ056. Studies can also directly test the role of AFQ056 in rescuing the abnormal protein synthesis-dependent plasticity in FXS. It is of utmost importance to address the safety of chronic AFQ056 use, especially given that ADX10059, an mGluR5 antagonist with a disubstituted alkyne functionality similar to that in AFQ056, was deemed unsafe for chronic use in Phase II clinical trials due to liver function abnormalities.[@b25-jep-5-045] Moreover, translational studies are necessary to validate the preclinical findings in the clinical population. AFQ056 may only be beneficial to a group of FXS patients, ie, those who have a completely methylated *FMR1* promoter rather than those who display mosaicism or incomplete *FMR1* methylation.[@b71-jep-5-045] Recently, it was suggested that the rescuing effect of AFQ056 is not due to epigenetic changes because AFQ056 does not impact the methylation status or translation of *FMR1*.[@b91-jep-5-045] It is anticipated that continued studies with AFQ056 and related drugs that target the mGluR5 pathway, if/when approved for FXS, will lead to human clinical trials for autism spectrum disorders.[@b92-jep-5-045]
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![Milestones in Fragile X research. Time scale map illustrating significant developments in the elucidation of Fragile X genetics, biology, and treatment. Numbers in superscript indicate references.\
**Abbreviations:** FMR1, Fragile X mental retardation 1; FMRP, Fragile X mental retardation protein; RNA, ribonucleic acid; MPEP, 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)-pyridine hydrochloride; mGluR, metabotropic glutamate receptor.](jep-5-045Fig1){#f1-jep-5-045}

![The structure of mGluR5 antagonists. Four common mGluR5 antagonists, ie, AFQ056, MPEP, CTEP, and fenobam.\
**Abbreviations:** CTEP, 2-chloro-4-((2,5-dimethyl-1-(4-(trifluoromethoxy)phenyl)-1H-imidazol-4-yl)ethynyl)pyridine; MPEP, 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)-pyridine hydrochloride; mGluR, metabotropic glutamate receptor.](jep-5-045Fig2){#f2-jep-5-045}

![G-protein coupled receptors. A schematic of class C G-protein coupled receptors, to which mGluRs belong, showing the orthosteric and allosteric binding sites.](jep-5-045Fig3){#f3-jep-5-045}
